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ABSTRACT 
Multi-pixel imaging devices such as CCD, CMOS and Focal Plane Array (FPA) photo-sensors dominate the imaging 
world. These Photo-Detector Array (PDA) devices certainly have their merits including increasingly high pixel counts 
and shrinking pixel sizes, nevertheless, they are also being hampered by limitations in instantaneous dynamic range, 
inter-pixel crosstalk, quantum full well capacity, signal-to-noise ratio, sensitivity, spectral flexibility, and in some cases, 
imager response time. Recently invented is the Coded Access Optical Sensor (CAOS) Camera platform that works in 
unison with current Photo-Detector Array (PDA) technology to counter fundamental limitations of PDA-based imagers 
while providing high enough imaging spatial resolution and pixel counts. Using for example the Texas Instruments (TI) 
Digital Micromirror Device (DMD) to engineer the CAOS camera platform, ushered in is a paradigm change in 
advanced imager design, particularly for extreme dynamic range applications. 
Keywords: Camera, Optical Imager, Imaging Device, Digital Micromirror Device. 
1. INTRODUCTION
Imagine that you are driving at night. You are tired. Suddenly, you see a bright light approaching you, getting 
even brighter. It is the headlights from a truck. At that instant, human vision is impaired due to the dazzling brightness. 
You hope for the best that in the next few moments, the truck will pass you by without another vehicle appearing in or 
near your lane. Such wishful thinking on a statistical scale can be life threatening, so today the automobile industry is 
developing cameras for day and night vision to improve driving safety [1-2]. Even the United Nation (UN) has launched 
a global program called —“Decade of Action for Road Safety 2011–2020” to plan for improved safety global vehicle 
operation environments.  
Today’s large-scale deployment multi-pixel CMOS (complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor) and CCD 
(charge-coupled devices) camera technology intrinsically supports 60 dB level linear dynamic ranges that can reach 
higher 100 dB level dynamic ranges using a variety of techniques, such as using hardware modifications in the sensor 
chip by increasing pixel size and pixel integration time or by using several pixel resets within the integration time to 
implement range compression before saturation and using photo-diode pixel response curves to decompress the optical 
irradiance data to the full range [3]. Another hardware approach uses a spatially varying exposure method by depositing 
neutral density filters on the pixel array so some pixels recover the brighter zones and others catch the weaker light areas 
[4]. Unlike linear CMOS/CCD/FPA sensors where pixel photo-voltage is proportional to the incident light irradiance on 
the pixel, an alternate design CMOS sensor has been implemented to achieve higher dynamic range by using per pixel 
logarithmic amplifiers to compress the photo-detected electrical signal (i.e., photo-voltage is a logarithm of the incident 
light irradiance), although at the cost of increased readout noise due to the limited voltage swing for the read-out 
electronics giving reduced sensitivity which leads to lower image contrasts [5]. Another approach called lin-log uses a 
linear response of the pixel over the lower dynamic range while a log response over the brighter region of the image [6]. 
This method maintains the better sensitivity (and image contrast) in the lower dynamic range region but produces lower 
sensitivity and signal-to-noise in the log compressed higher dynamic range (HDR) of the camera. In addition, software 
methods such as deployment of multi-image capture processing have been used to increase the dynamic range but at the 
cost of producing image combination artefacts with varying signal-to-noise ratio image capture [7]. Specifically, multi-
image processing to produce an HDR image puts certain constraints of both the camera operation and viewed scene. For 
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instance, a small camera aperture creating a large depth of field is needed; plus the scene should have no motion and the 
camera should be on a tripod, otherwise one gets ghosting. In addition, the scene should not have a shallow depth of 
field as then the post-processing produces image artefacts. Do note that using a smaller aperture in the camera also leads 
to lower light levels on the optical sensor, adding further challenges for extreme dynamic range image capture and 
recovery. 
For the vehicle safety application, efforts have started to deploy current multi-pixel sensor technology to design 
vehicle cameras. One such effort’s simulations reached a 100 dB dynamic range for visible-Near Infrared camera. This 
camera by Sensata Technologies (USA) used a custom CMOS sensor design to implement 6 pixel resets within the 
integration time to implement multiple slopes-based range compression before saturation and used photo-diode pixel 
response curves to decompress the optical irradiance data to the full range [3]. Another approach from a French group 
used a commercial SONY global shutter 640 x 480 CCD 60 dB dynamic range sensor combined with circular exposure 
control of the sequential multiple captured frames and multi-frame image processing algorithm to improve the 
monochrome dynamic range of the vehicle camera over the standalone Sony CMOS sensor camera [7]. This camera on 
average took 80 seconds to register a high dynamic range image. It is also relevant to point out that recently Raptor 
Photonics (UK) announced a new visible-SWIR (400 nm to 1700 nm) camera [8]. This 1280 x 1024 pixel count with up-
to 60 Hz frame rate camera is designed using a cooled InGaAs PIN Photo-Diode Array sensor with a 10 micron 
resolution. The camera is specified with a 70 dB dynamic range. Another recent announcement on the sensor chip level 
happened in September 2016 and is from Omnivision that introduced a 30 frames/second 94 dB single exposure linear 
dynamic range CMOS 2M pixels sensor chip OV2775, although restricted for the visible band [9]. This CMOS sensor 
has a dual exposure mode that increases the dynamic range to 120 dB. In addition, log CMOS sensors from New 
Imaging Technologies (NIT) indicate log response dynamic range of 140 dB [10] while Photonfocus provides lin-log 
CMOS sensors [11] with a 60 dB linear dynamic range and log response over the 60 dB to 120 dB range. Another 
CMOS sensor design called DR-Pix by Aptina (now ON-Semi) uses controlled on/off switching of a capacitor within 
each pixel circuit to allow two different, i.e., bright light and low light modes of operation. This CMOS sensor has a 82.9 
dB dynamic range and a newer version has a maximum 96 dB dynamic range [12]. Clearly, these recent camera and 
CMOS chip developments indicate the commercial need and value with respect to high dynamic range cameras. 
Nevertheless, these CMOS sensor each have their fundamental limitations. Particularly, when using non-linear pixel 
responses that reduce signal-to-noise, sensitivity, color reproduction, and image contrast, creating non-uniform imaging 
quality. 
Although today’s commercial multi-pixel sensor-based imagers can have excellent spatial resolution and pixel 
count with improving dynamic ranges for the acquired visible band image, the camera is fundamentally designed from a 
mainly fixed space-time-frequency pixel view point where the image acquisition work load is placed equally on the large 
number (e.g., 1,000,000) of individual pixels (point photo-detectors) in the camera. In many applications, the light 
irradiance (W/m2) levels are not uniformly distributed across the image space with some pixel zones carrying extremely 
bright light irradiances and others with very weak light levels. This is counter intuitive to the equal work load assigned to 
all pixels in the classic and dominant multi-pixel image sensor design method. Specifically, multi-pixel photo-detection 
devices such as CCD/CMOS and Focal Plane Array (FPA) sensors have inherently small quantum well sizes that limit 
the camera performance in terms of pixel saturation levels, linearity, limited image read-out speed, blooming and spill-
over caused inter-pixel crosstalk and inter-pixel dead zone light scattering. In addition, depending on the wavelength and 
type of FPA, cooling is required to produce low noise and higher dynamic range.  
It is important to appreciate that fundamentally using current PDA technology, one simply collects imaged light 
in a continuous wave (or DC light) fashion with the bright pixel detection in the PDA device mainly constrained by the 
limited quantum full well capacity of the small and fixed active area of the photo-sensor pixel as well as by the bright 
photons generated shot noise in the pixel. In the case of imaged dim light detection with a current PDA device, the 
electrical dark current noise in the tiny fixed area pixel restricts the output electrical signal-to-noise ratio and thus the 
ability to decipher the dim light electrical signal from the detector noise floor. Thus, to expect a quantum jump in the 
dynamic range provided by a new camera technology, it is reasonable to assume that a paradigm change is required in 
camera design that avoids the continuous wave or DC light collection via a fixed active area pixel approach that provides 
a DC electrical signal output from the imager.  
Thus, there exists a challenge to design, build, and test a smart extreme linear dynamic range wavelength band 
flexible camera where scenes exists with both bright and weak light targets of extreme importance that need adequately 
fast application dependent reliable detection to enhance safety of both human and machine operations. Again, it is 
important to stress that the desired camera should have the capability to provide extreme linear dynamic range adequate 
intelligent image pixel information fast enough for pattern recognition (e.g., like an identify friend or foe (IFF) decision 
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in military systems) to make a potentially lifesaving vehicle platform operator decision versus receiving an extreme 
megapixel count super high spatial resolution limited dynamic range image that fails to detect the targets of interest in 
the extreme contrast scene. 
Fig. 1: Luminance ranges of traffic scenes at night [3]. 
Today, there still remains a challenge for cameras to reach extreme linear dynamic ranges of 190 dB with real-
time multi-colour capture of extreme contrast images. For example as shown in Fig.1 using  ref.3 data, at least a 120 dB 
intra-scene dynamic range is present in natural night scene settings facing the 2009 automobile environment. This intra-
scene dynamic range requirement is even higher to prevent colour signal clipping for deciphering the fundamental red 
(R), green (G), and blue (B) colours to assemble a natural true colour image. Today, when considering additional light 
pollution with uncontrolled lighting around the globe, the natural night scene settings facing the current automobile 
environment is even more demanding dynamic range-wise. Although the vehicle scenario is a key motivation for 
developing an extreme dynamic range camera to enable greater human and transportation infrastructure safety, there are 
other man-made machine vision applications that also operate within extreme optical contrast environments. The 
common theme of these extreme contrast images and applications is that there are some critical image zones in the 
viewed scene that are extremely bright and other vital image zones that are extremely dark; hence the extreme dynamic 
range imager challenge where one needs to “see” both types of targets using the camera unit.  
2. CAOS CAMERA – A NEW PARADIGM IN SMART CAMERA DESIGN
To take on the challenge of smart extreme contrast imaging such as for the vehicle environment, I recently 
invented the CAOS camera. CAOS stands for Coded Access Optical Sensor. The origins of the CAOS camera are 
inspired by a postgraduate course  I took in 1985 at the California Institute of Technology (Caltech) with the late Physics 
Nobel Prize-winning Prof Dr Richard Feynman. I recall Prof Feynman basically saying: There is Radio Moscow in this 
room, there is Radio Beijing in this room, there is Radio Mexico city in this room; then he paused and said: aren’t we 
humans fortunate that we can’t sense all these signals; if we did we would surely go mad with the massive overload of 
electromagnetic radiation (radio signals) around us!  
These words of wisdom have stayed with me for over 30 years and combined with my Caltech PhD Thesis 
work in 1987 in spinning optical disk distributed local oscillator RF signal spectrum processing [13] and my mid-90’s 
interest in the DMD, all led to the CAOS invention. Specifically, all the radio signals that Professor Feynman mentioned 
do exist simultaneously in space, but each are carrying their unique signature or time-frequency domain radio code. 
Today, using advanced device and design technologies, even the weakest of these Radio Frequency (RF) signals can be 
detected using a sensitive enough RF receiver that is tuned to the specific radio code. This is indeed the basis of the 
world’s wireless mobile phone network, so why not apply this RF wireless multiple access phone network design 
philosophy to the optical imaging scenario with multiple pixels of light? 
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Fig.2. CAOS Flow Chart showing at the optical image plane, the existence of 3 simultaneous agile pixels of 
different sizes, locations, and shapes, each RF modulated with its own time-frequency code. 
Thus, CAOS is born where agile pixels of the light selectively captured from an image space (see Fig.2) 
are rapidly encoded like RF signals in the time-frequency-space domain using an Optical Array Device (OAD) such 
as a multi-pixel spatial light modulator (SLM). RF coded light from these agile pixels is simultaneously detected 
by one point optical-to-RF detector/antenna. The output of this optical detector undergoes RF decoding via 
electronic wireless-style processing to recover the light levels for all the agile pixels in the image. On the contrary, 
CCD/CMOS cameras simply collect light from an image, so photons are collected in the sensor buckets/wells are 
transferred as electronic charge values (DC levels). There is no deployment of time-frequency content of the photons. 
CAOS forms an active imager when the OAD is a time-frequency-amplitude modulated light source array. Hence, 
CAOS forms both a passive and/or active imager and is a paradigm shift in imager design empowered by modern day 
advances in wireless and wired devices in the optical and electronic domains. 
Figure 3: The CAOS Camera – A smart camera design combining CAOS and Photo-Detector  Array (PDA) 
sensor (e.g., CMOS/CCD/FPA) technology. 
Furthermore, the CAOS camera (see Fig.3)  works in unison with current limited linear dynamic range multi-
pixel sensors (e.g., CMOS/CCD/FPA) to smartly and simultaneously engage photonic as well as electronic signal 
processing in the CAOS-mode time-frequency coding domain to make possible an exceptional performance desired 
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hybrid (H) imager. In effect, the PDA imager guides the selection of agile pixels in the CAOS imager to pull out image 
data from regions of interests where an extreme dynamic range enquiry is necessary for optimal imaging. CAOS breaks 
the prior-art paradigm of equal work load for all pixels in the image zone by smartly creating agile pixels to match the 
pixel work load where it is most needed, in as sense, creating a distributed work load model to match the typical scene 
application. The hybrid nature of the CAOS camera also exists on the image processing level where the CAOS platform 
hardware is used to implement classic linear and non-linear imaging techniques (including via iterative algorithms) to 
quickly pull-out lower dynamic range estimates of the observed scene in order to guide the extreme dynamic range 
CAOS-mode operations of the camera. The CAOS camera also has the spectral flexibility as well as the extreme 
dynamic range to work both as an active (e.g., using laser illumination) or passive (using ambient light) camera. This is 
important given the trend to deploy eye safe lasers in vehicle vision systems in order to see under difficult imaging 
conditions. CAOS is inherently multidisciplinary as it leverages interplay of techniques and devices from the varied 
fields of RF/optical wireless and wired communications, RF (analog) and digital signal processing, RF radar, coding 
theory, optical displays, and photonic signal processing.  
To put things in context, frequency coding of light dates back to 1949 when M. Golay [14] used rotating disk 
patterned grating-based frequency (Hz) coding of the spatially separated spectral components of light along with a single 
point photo-detector to design a high throughput and signal-to-noise ratio spectrometer and later in 1968, P. Gottlieb [15] 
independently applied the same coding concept using a scanning patterned reticle to design an imaging display. 
Independently, in 1987, N. A. Riza in his Caltech Ph.D. studies used a chirped patterned grating spinning optical disk to 
generate an optically spatially distributed local oscillator to implement RF spectrum analysis of an RF modulated light 
source [13]. In the late 1960s independently Ibbett [16] and Decker [17] suggested the spatial [not frequency (Hz) 
domain] coding of light for the design of higher signal-to-noise ratio spectrometers and Decker [18] also suggested its 
use for making an imager. Specifically in these designs, the N spatially separated light spectral channels (or image pixel 
channels) are multiplied by N different spatial 2-D orthogonal (matrix) masks, one mask at a time. For each of mask, the 
total light from all the N light channels is collected at one time by one point-PD to give an intensity reading. So for N 
different masks, one gets N independent intensity readings (DC values) that are stored sequentially and then later are 
subjected to inverse matrix (transform) processing to recover the incident light intensity of the N spectral/spatial 
channels. It is important to note that this method is a time sequential method that used spatial coding and is not the 
Golay-type frequency (Hz) coding of the spatially separated spectral data. Both Fellgett [19] and Gottlieb [15] had 
independently also pointed out the higher signal-to-noise ratio benefit of detecting many (e.g., N) simultaneous optical 
(spatial/spectral) channels (i.e., the multiplex advantage) by the point-PD versus using one at a time single 
pixel/wavelength channel detection using a time sequential light capture, e.g., done by moving a slit in time to 
implement an optical scanning spectrometer that is equivalent to producing N spectral slits.  
Also note that the TI DMD SLM has been used with CCD/CMOS imagers for spectrometry [20] plus control of  
camera parameters such as blooming [21], Field of View (FOV) and pixel level irradiance integration times [22]. 
Motivated by extreme brightness spectrally diverse laser source imaging, the Riza group has proposed and demonstrated 
the agile pixel starring-mode DMD-based imager [23-25]. Such a DMD-based imager has also been used to implement 
compressive sensing that uses image spatial projection measurements with iterative image processing algorithms to 
recover the pseudorandom spatial code sampled original image [26]. Compressive sensing for imaging essentially 
assumes that the image has sparse spatial image content [27-29], implying that its spatial frequency content is mainly in 
the lower part of the spatial frequency spectrum, thus allowing under-sampling (below Nyquist limit) of the image scene. 
To put today’s compressive sensing field in context, it is also important to note that since at least 1968, image 
compression using spatial transforms (e.g., Fourier and Hadamard [30] variety) and image recovery using inverse 
transforms of compressed frequency space data has been applied to enable systems with data bandwidth and processing 
overhead reduction.  
In contrast, the imaging works described by the Riza group [23-25] and described here directly sample and 
preserve the true optical irradiances of the incident image and the fundamental CAOS-mode [31-35] extreme dynamic 
range multiple access imaging procedure is not based on classic compressive sensing techniques [29]. In compressive 
and transform sensing, spatial projections across the image spatial domain are in play for sparse sampling and the 
collected time sequential data is next subjected to iterative algorithm or inverse transformations (spatial correlations) 
with non-linear or linear processing, respectively. On the contrary, time-frequency content (Hz domain) of the selected 
simultaneous agile pixels in the image is in play via time-frequency correlations (transforms) for CAOS-mode camera 
image capture and recovery. In other words, spatial locations of the selected agile pixels with respect to each other have 
no fundamental role (e.g., via spatial correlations) in the individual pixel irradiance time-frequency encoding and 
decoding process implemented for CAOS-mode of the camera.  
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It is important to note that the spatial size, location and shape of each agile pixel in the smart pixel set that is 
sampling the incident image region of interest in the CAOS camera is smartly controlled using prior or real-time image 
application intelligence gathered by the CAOS-mode imaging working in unison with other classic multi-pixel sensors as 
well as computational imaging methods operating within the CAOS hardware platform.  Thus the proposed CAOS 
camera forms a Hybrid (H) design smart imaging platform. For example, limited dynamic range image intelligence can 
be quickly gathered using classic compressive sensing [27-29]. As mentioned, this computational technique is based on 
image spatial projections data combined with numerical optimization processing and will use the same CAOS hardware 
platform to give the estimated lower dynamic range image. In this hybrid design case, the CAOS camera agile pixel 
acquires a kind of space-time-frequency representation. Other linear transform computational methods [16-18, 30] can 
also be deployed within the CAOS camera platform by appropriately programming spatial masks on the SLM. Thus the 
proposed CAOS camera platform is a true hybrid design, both from a hardware point-of-view as well as a 
computational point-of-view, unleashing the strengths of various technologies and methods while countering their 
limitations to deliver the best image possible for the given application. 
Given the time-frequency domain processing’s tremendous time-bandwidth product (TBWP) using current 
wired and wireless optical (optoelectronic) and RF (electronic) technology, the CAOS camera is in the position to 
exploit this TBWP via high gain high noise suppression coherent Digital Signal Processing (DSP) to enable the desired 
smart camera for vehicle and other high contrast imaging applications. In addition, the point PD deployment in the H-
CAOS camera provides the use of one (or possibly two) extremely large quantum well capacity bucket (s) (without 
potential temperature cooling) to collect time-frequency modulated light generated electronic charge from the selected 
simultaneous agile pixels on the image irradiance map. This leads to the extreme instantaneous dynamic range capability 
of the raw camera output signal that is further subjected to analog-to-digital conversion and smart DSP for further 
dynamic range enhancement. These mentioned feature form the core of the CAOS camera. 
3. CAOS CAMERA DESIGNS AND DEMONSTRATIONS
Figure 4: H-CAOS camera design using a DMD as the OAD and a CMOS PDA as the Hybrid (H) element. L1/L2/L3: 
Lenses. SM1/SM2/SM3: Smart Modules for light conditioning. PD: Photo-Detector with amplifier. [33] 
A variety of CAOS-mode camera designs have been described by us [32]. For example, a version of the CAOS 
camera called the CAOS-CMOS camera (see Figure 4) has been recently built and demonstrated using the Texas 
Instruments (TI) DMD SLM as the CAOS-mode time-frequency agile pixel encoder [33].  The experiment used wireless 
Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) style coding and decoding of the agile pixels with system operations 
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details described in our recent Optics Express publication [32].This visible band CAOS camera demonstrated a 30 dB 
improvement in camera dynamic range over a standard commercial 51 dB dynamic range CMOS camera when subjected 
to three test targets that created a scene with extreme brightness as well as extreme contrast (> 82 dB) High Dynamic 
Range (HDR) conditions.  
Figure 5. 82 dB HDR scaled irradiance map of the CAOS-mode acquired image in a linear (top photo: two 
faint targets not seen) scale and logarithmic (bottom photo: all three targets seen) scale. [33] 
Specifically, as shown in Figure 5, this CAOS camera produced target on the left edge of the image is 
extremely bright while the two targets to the right of the bright target are extremely non-bright targets, near the noise 
floor of the demonstrated camera. Yet, the demonstrated CAOS camera is able to correctly see all three targets without 
using any attenuation of the incoming light from the imaged scene. Note that any attenuation of the light to eliminate 
saturation of the CMOS sensor sends the weak light images into the noise floor of the CMOS sensor, making it 
impossible to see the weak light targets. Note that the choice of the 51 dB CMOS camera and 82 dB target was chosen 
for the first incoherent light CAOS experiment to demonstrate the principle of the smart CAOS camera, i.e., when the 
CMOS sensor fails to detect targets in the scene, the CAOS-mode is deployed to sift the region of interest and recover a 
missing potential target. This was indeed achieved using the chosen hardware set-up. 
Furthermore, for a first demonstration of the basics of the CAOS camera, we choose to image the 2-D 
irradiance map of a CW visible laser beam that showcases both extreme brightness and dim light zones [31]. The CAOS 
camera was set-up using a TI DMD (see Fig.6(d)). As shown in Fig.6, we generate the full image of the incident laser 
beam irradiance by operating the CAOS camera agile pixel in a hybrid FDMA plus TDMA mode by scanning 3 agile 
pixels in a raster format line scan and collecting the PD data for Fast Fourier-Transform (FFT) processing and agile pixel 
irradiance decoding.  Three agile pixels at a time at the DMD chip plane are coded with on/off modulations of f1 = 80.1 
Hz, f2 = 133.4 Hz, and f3 = 200.2 Hz resulting from the two-tilt state nature of the DMD chip micromirrors.  
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Fig.6(a) FFT signal processing decoding of the three micromirrors agile pixel irradiances I1, I2, and I3 that are 
proportional to the normalized spectral values computed by the FFT operation. (b) shows the 2-D irradiance of 2160 
agile pixels data (60 × 36 = 2160) from the experimental CAOS camera demonstrating a 77 dB dynamic range.(c) 
Comparison of central cross-section data of the CAOS camera acquired laser beam image (dots) vs. laser manufacturer 
provided theoretically expected Gaussian beam envelope (dashed line).  (d) CAOS camera optical experimental setup 
[31].  
Fig.6(a) shows the FFT signal processing decoding of the three agile pixel irradiances I1, I2, and I3 at the DMD 
chip.  To generate preliminary CAOS image data giving a 77 dB dynamic range, the imager operated with a total of 2160 
agile pixels time modulating via FDMA coding in sets of three with each set modulating for 6.24 seconds followed by a 
14 seconds delay before the next set modulated to ensure synchronisation between PC, µC and LCr DMD board with 
each agile pixel being 6 x 6 micromirrors, with a micromirror with 7.64 μm sides. Compared to our previous non-time 
coded starring mode DMD agile pixel imager [23], the dynamic range of the CAOS camera has improved by 5 orders of 
magnitude (>55 dB). The manufacturer specified laser beam radius value is within 0.75% error (i.e., 100% 
×(529.9-526)/529.9) of the CAOS camera Fig.6(c) data provided 2-D Gaussian fitting measurement. 
Depending on a vision system’s broadband wavelength requirements suited to a particular night time 
application such as using targeted eye safe laser illumination (e.g., 860 nm, 1064 nm, 1550 nm) for active vision and 
imaging through fog, an alternate proposed dual-band CAOS vision system optical design such as shown in Fig.8 can be 
deployed [34-35]. This CAOS camera operates as a dual-band camera, e.g., Visible and NIR bands, giving an extreme 
dynamic range for both bands. Recall that Raptor Photonics (UK) introduced a new visible-SWIR (400 nm to 1700 nm) 
camera with a limited 70 dB dynamic range and a need for detector cooling [8]. CAOS dual-band camera design 
removes both these limitations. 
The Fig.7 CAOS dual band design also features another special CAOS property, namely, the TF1/TF2 tunable 
optical filters can use a DMD or another SLM to implement the CAOS-mode for the image wavelengths of interest. 
Fig.8 shows a possible DMD TF design within the Fig.8 context indicating that a dual CAOS mode camera is 
realized for precision HDR color imaging.  
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Fig.7. CAOS camera design for simultaneous dual-band imaging. F1/F2 are fixed broadband filters. TF1/TF2 are tunable 
optical filters. PDA1/PD2 are Photo-Detector Array Devices. BS1/BS2: Beam splitters. PD1/PD2: Point detectors. F1 
allows band 1 passage and F2 allows band 2 passage [35]. 
Fig.8 A possible DMD TF design for CAOS mode operations within the wavelength bands. G: Grating or 
wavelength dispersion element [35]. 
As mentioned earlier, the early CAOS camera demonstrations showed around 80 dB linear dynamic ranges for 
the camera. To improve on this result, we decided to use a controlled optical attenuation visible laser beam as a direct 
target incident on the agile pixel on the DMD plane of the CAOS camera. We controlled the optical attenuation over a 
10 million to 1 ratio (or a 140 dB camera dynamic range). Using this test target set-up and improved electronic signal 
processing techniques, we were able to demonstrate a 136 dB linear dynamic range [35] for the CAOS camera and this is 
essentially a 40 dB improvement in linear dynamic range over a 2016 state-of-the-art linear CMOS sensor. Our dual-
band CAOS camera also demonstrated a dual-band image with better than  ̶   60 dB inter-band crosstalk when using a 
visible-SWIR test target made up of 2x2 array of 3 visible and one SWIR LEDs (see Fig.9) [35].  
Fig.9. Visible band image captured by the Dual-band CAOS Camera using three visible LEDs and one SWIR LED 
target scene with LEDs arranged in a 2x2 formation. The SWIR LED as expected is missing from the camera visible 
channel created image [35]. 
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Fig.10. CAOS Smart Fluorescence Microscope/Nanoscope. 
Fig.11. CAOS Smart Fluorescence Light Sheet Microscope/Nanoscope for 3-D Imaging. 
 The CAOS camera platform can also be configured to form optical microscopes and nanoscopes for both 2-D and 
3-D imaging of biological and other specimens. Fluorescence microscopy and nanoscopy is a powerful tool in 
medical imaging and Fig.10 and Fig.11 show designs for a CAOS smart fluorescence microscope and a CAOS 
nanoscope. In both cases, designs are shown using a reflective OAD, e.g., a DMD. The transverse (x-y) resolution in the 
classic sense for both these designs is given by the OAD pixel size assuming the objective and tube lens (L1) 
optics is diffraction limited. If each OAD pixel in the CAOS-mode T-F modulates a single fluorescence emission 
from a specimen spatial emission site that is smaller than the classic Abbe diffraction limit, then the CAOS 
microscope can function as a nanoscope as it has collected light from a nanoscale emitter. Coupled with 3-D nano-
motion stages, a full 3-D nanoscale image is possible if controlled emissions are generated from the specimen. 
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The Fig.11 design engages light sheet microscopy to enable 3-D imaging with the CAOS platform, although other 3-
D imaging designs such as confocal and wavelength multiplexed access are also possible. Note that again CAOS 
works in collaboration with the classic 2-D sensors (e.g., CCD, CMOS, etc) to extract the needed biological target 
information via CAOS-mode to enable extreme dynamic range low crosstalk imaging. Multiple CAOS-mode agile 
pixels can be simultaneously engaged by the user for efficient image data extraction. The Fig.10 and 11 designs 
also apply to traditional non-fluorescence microscopes. Fig.12. shows a proposed CAOS smart Digital Holography (DH) 
microscope using a Mach-Zehnder type interferometer design. DH produces high contrast interferograms where the 
CAOS-mode can be a powerful method to extract digital hologram data to assist the classic PDA DH sensor to enable 
smart DH-based imaging. 
Fig.12. CAOS Smart Digital Holography Microscope. 
4. CAOS CAMERA ANALYSIS
Fig.13. Operation of a classic PDA sensor (shown is side view of sensor). 
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Fig.14. Basic operation of the point PD in the CAOS camera (shown is side view of sensor). 
Fig.15 A more accurate illustration of Fig.13 showing how the 3 coded charge packets can fill the quantum bucket. 
Fig.13. shows the operation of a classic PDA sensor made up of n=N equal sized and physically isolated and 
independently read pixels. Each n-th pixel produces a DC level current (in) or voltage signal representing the photo-
generated charge collected in the individual pixel quantum well for one frame charge integration time of the camera. 4 
pixels are shown with photo-generated charge of various fill levels. Pixel 3 is saturated and causes charge spill over into 
adjacent pixels. Pixel 2 quantum well is mostly empty. All pixels are optically exposed to the incident light as there is no 
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physical cover preventing light from reaching the pixels. This is unlike the CAOS camera where selected light is blocked 
from reaching the point PD photo-sensitive zone. It is important to note that some area of the PDA sensor light striking 
zone is used up by the pixel electronic circuitry used to control and read charge from the individual pixels. So in general, 
a PDA has a lower fill factor (i.e., optically exposed area) when compared to a point PD of same quantum well 
physical dimensions. Fig.14. shows the basic operation of the point PD in the CAOS camera. The point PD shown is 
one large quantum well (e.g., same total charge capacity as the Fig.14 PDA sensor) that can have a multiple electrodes to 
read the total charge. The SLM produces an exposure controlled cover over the point PD with different sized 
openings corresponding to the chosen agile pixel sampling spatial resolutions. Each n-th opening (agile pixel) is time-
frequency modulated with its time-frequency coded signal cn(t)  that in-turn time-frequency modulates the incident 
image light at this specific agile pixel location. This modulated light next creates a time-frequency code modulated 
photo-generated charge in the well that is collected at the PD output as a cumulative RF AC signal simultaneously 
representing all the n=N coded light regions of the incident image. In the figure, there are 3 independent 
T-F coded light regions representing 3 agile pixels in the CAOS camera. Much like a RF wireless signal produced by 
the mobile phone antenna, the AC signal provided by the photo-electrical transducer (point PD) is next subject to 
electronic conditioning and extreme dynamic range advanced signal processing for agile pixel irradiance (and 
spectral) decoding and image construction. The Fig.14 illustration shows the 3 independent coded photo-generated 
charge assemblies as different sized rectangles suspended in the quantum well cavity with the top sides of the rectangles 
matching the agile pixel openings in the deployed SLM encoder. In reality, the 3 coded charge distributions simply fill 
the same quantum bucket and are not physically separate in the bucket. Fig.16 shows a better illustration how the 3 
coded charge packets fill the quantum bucket, making efficient use of the bucket capacity. Here the challenge to 
separate the 3 coded charge packets falls on the electronic post-processing that must have quality T-F codes to isolate 
the charged packets from each other for low agile pixel crosstalk image recovery. 
In summary, it is important to point out that the CAOS camera inherently makes the best and most efficient use 
of the relatively large full quantum well capacity of the point detector used in the CAOS camera. Such is generally not 
the case in prior-art PDA-based cameras where an incident bright extreme contrast image causes the many high spatial 
resolution smaller capacity quantum wells to be partially filled while many other quantum wells in the PDA are over 
filled and create spill over to nearby wells, thus causing pixel saturation and inter-pixel crosstalk noise. The CAOS 
camera point PD can be filled with adequate light levels to provide the best signal-to-noise ratio for incident irradiance 
map decoding operations. In short, CAOS is also quantum well capacity efficient and signal-to-noise ratio optimizable. 
Electronics plays a major role in the CAOS camera. Electronics is both used for camera control as well as 
camera wireless type signal processing to extract Digital Signal Processing (DSP) gain noise suppression as well as to 
accomplish agile pixel irradiance encoding and decoding. Component control is implemented through a dedicated 
microcontroller while the signal processing system includes the chain of devices starting from the point PD(s) and their 
interface and gain electronics to the A-D converter and image processor that includes the agile pixels encoder and 
decoder. There are also electronic interfaces between the PDA sensor and the CAOS platform to enable the CAOS 
camera. Electronics also controls the DMDs in the system. There is significant literature on the design of electronic 
control and data acquisition and processing systems within the optics and photonics context [37-40]. An embedded 
system design is possible to build a robust and efficient CAOS smart camera system. 
Coding theory is also fundamental to the selection of agile pixel codes used in the CAOS-modes, both on the 
spatial image plane and the spectral filtering plane. Extensive work in coding channels for wired and wireless electronic 
and optical systems [41-43] has been conducted and this can be leveraged and optimized for the CAOS-mode. Issues to 
keep in mind include the family of codes, their orthogonality properties, code length, inter-code crosstalk, code 
robustness via error correcting codes, mixed code options including analog/digital coding, the encoding and decoding 
signal processing overheads, speed and robustness.  
Complete electronic programmability gives the CAOS smart camera powerful attributes both as a smart spatial 
and spectral sampler of irradiance maps and also for electronic processing to enable high performance encoding and 
decoding of the agile pixel/spectral irradiance map. Much like wireless and wired communication networks, the agile 
pixel can operate in different programmable time-frequency coding modes like FDMA, CDMA, and TDMA. CDMA 
and FDMA will produce spread spectrum RF signals from the PD while TDMA is the staring-mode operation of the 
CAOS camera, one agile pixel at a time producing a DC signal. For full impact of the CAOS camera, agile pixel codes 
should include CDMA, FDMA or mixed CDMA-FDMA codes that produce not only PD signals on a broad RF spectrum 
but also engage sophisticated Analog (A), Digital (D), and hybrid information coding techniques to provide isolation 
(e.g., minimum cross-correlation) and robustness amongst time-frequency codes used for OAD pixel coding. 
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The speed of image acquisition by the CAOS-mode is limited mainly by the current 32 KHz frame refresh rate 
of TI DMD technology. A basic design example using a 14-bit CDMA code per agile pixel used for a 1000 simultaneous 
agile pixel generation with one code length PD integration time plus 1 ms for data processing creates a 1.4375 ms image 
frame time or 695 frames/sec camera. Increasing the PD integration time by a factor of 10 to 4.375 ms (now has 10 full 
code lengths) plus adding the 10 ms processing time creates a 14.375 ms image frame rate or near 70 frames/s camera. 
Clearly, the CAOS camera can be designed to register real-time 60 frames/s video common to most vehicle environment 
applications. Furthermore, the CAOS camera can be designed for faster than real-time video rates. On the spatial 
resolution of the CAOS-mode acquired image, this resolution depends on the size of the agile pixel and can be as small 
as a single micromirror in the DMD. It is important to point out that other types of SLMs/OADs can also be used to 
build the CAOS camera, thus controlling camera features such as frame rates and spatial and spectral resolutions. 
5. CONCLUSION*
This paper has highlighted the CAOS smart camera that highlights a new paradigm in smart camera design where one 
combines the strengths of classic PDA sensors with the CAOS-mode of the CAOS smart camera to produce imaging 
features that are otherwise not possible using a PDA sensor-only design. The CAOS-mode works in collaboration with 
and not in competition with the PDA sensor forming a hybrid design and operations camera. Intelligence for the CAOS-
mode of the smart camera comes by engaging both the unique CAOS camera provided hardware, as well as by executing 
classic and newer computational imaging methods within this overall hardware (including the PDA sensor). Such an 
approach smartly delivers the best image possible for the user such as creating an extreme (e.g., 190 dB) linear dynamic 
range agile pixel target in a critical scene with deeply hidden targets that are otherwise unseen using classic PDA 
sensors. Presented are designs of a fluorescence CAOS microscope and a fluorescence CAOS light sheet microscope for 
2-D and 3-D imaging, respectively. A CAOS microscope design is also shown for implementing smart DH. It is
important to note that like any new imaging platform technology, true realization of the CAOS camera’s full strengths is
challenging and requires careful and focussed research and development matched to the critical application needs.
* Additional information on the CAOS camera including videos, papers is available at www.nabeelriza.com.
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